Systemic inflammation is accompanied by complex behavioral changes and disturbed emotion regulation that have been related to the pathophysiology of mood disorders including depression and anxiety. However, the causal role of systemic inflammation on mood disorders is still unclear. We herein investigated neural resting state patterns of temporal variance of the amygdala and functional connectivity within the salience network underlying changes in state anxiety during experimentally-induced systemic inflammation. In this randomized, double-blind study, N ¼ 43 healthy men received an intravenous injection of either low-dose lipopolysaccharide (LPS, 0.4 ng/ kg body weight) or saline. Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging was assessed before and 3.5 h after injection. State anxiety, assessed with a standardized questionnaire, and plasma cytokine concentrations were repeatedly measured. LPS administration induced a transient systemic inflammatory response reflected in increases in plasma Interleukin (IL)-6 and Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF)-α concentration. Compared to placebo, state anxiety and temporal variance in the amygdala significantly increased while functional connectivity in the salience network decreased during LPS-induced systemic inflammation. Together, these data indicate that acute systemic inflammation alters temporal variance of the BOLD signal as well as functional connectivity in brain regions and networks implicated in emotion processing and regulation. These results are of translational importance to encourage further research on the role of inflammatory pathways in the pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric conditions including anxiety disorders.
Introduction
Systemic inflammation and immune dysregulation have been identified as risk factors in the pathophysiology of mood disorders including depression and conceivably anxiety (Hou and Baldwin, 2012; O'Donovan et al., 2010; Vogelzangs et al., 2013) . However, while the pivotal role of afferent immune-to-brain communication in depression or depression-like behaviors is well-documented through human and animal research, the putative connection between inflammation and anxiety has received little attention thus far. Yet, animal studies demonstrated increased anxiety-like behavior in response to experimentally induced systemic inflammation (Bassi et al., 2012; Goehler et al., 2007; Prager et al., 2013) , mediated through brain structures implicated in emotion regulation including the amygdala, insula and prefrontal cortex Engler et al., 2011) . In humans alike, first studies support increased state anxiety in response to experimental immune challenge reflected in increased pro-inflammatory cytokines (Lasselin et al., 2016a; Reichenberg et al., 2001; Wegner et al., 2014) , but neural mechanisms remain essentially unknown. However, brain mechanisms underlying states of acute anxiety and physiological arousal are crucial elements in the transition and maintenance of stress-related health conditions and anxiety disorders -which constitute unresolved clinical challenges affecting a large proportion of the population (Bandelow and Michaelis, 2015) .
A major development in neuroscience has been the introduction of resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) which measures spontaneous neuronal fluctuations in the blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) signal (Fox and Raichle, 2007) . This approach allows a comprehensive characterization of the brains intrinsic functional architecture that is essential for a more conscientious depiction of emotional and cognitive dysfunctions in the psychopathology of neurological and psychiatric disorders. By clustering spatially separated but functionally linked brain regions, resting state networks were identified in the human brain that demonstrate high functional connectivity through synchronous BOLD signal fluctuations and enforce strong biases in information processing. Herein, three core networks are of particular relevance for understanding affective and cognitive disturbances (Menon and Levitin, 2005) . The central executive network is distributed across fronto-parietal areas that demonstrate co-activation during cognitively demanding tasks and are therefore implicated in actively maintaining and shaping information in the context of goal-directed behavior. By contrast, the default-mode network is typically active under rest and shows deactivation during stimulus-driven tasks implicating a role in rumination and self-referential processes. The salience network is anchored in the anterior insula and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and includes key structures of the amygdala, prefrontal cortex and parietal lobe. The salience network is involved in a variety of brain functions through the integration of sensory, emotional, and cognitive information. Importantly, salience network abnormalities are commonly observed in mood and anxiety disorders (Menon and Uddin, 2010) . Furthermore, intrinsic functional connectivity analyses have demonstrated alterations within the salience network in patients with anxiety disorders (Menon and Uddin, 2010) .
Changes in resting state brain activity have been shown to predict several psychiatric conditions including depression, schizophrenia and autism (Broyd et al., 2009 ), but received only little attention in the context of clinical or experimental anxiety. So far, only three fMRI studies documented effects of experimentally-induced systemic inflammation on resting state activity in healthy humans (Labrenz et al., 2016; Lekander et al., 2016; Marsland et al., 2017) . These studies, including the one from our research group (Labrenz et al., 2016) however, did not investigate psychological components of the sickness response like anxiety. Furthermore, none of these studies have systematically investigated how experimentally-induced systemic inflammation impacts on functional connectivity in the salience network. Moreover, besides possible anxiety-related alterations of this specific spatial feature of resting state brain activity, the effects of experimentally-induced systemic inflammation on its temporal features are currently unknown. The human brain exhibits, indeed, a complex temporal organization (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004 ). Several resting state fMRI studies focused on the temporal variability that describes the change in the amplitude of neural activity fluctuations (He, 2011; Huang et al., 2014b; Tagliazucchi et al., 2013) . Temporal variability is operationalized as the standard deviation of BOLD signal amplitude fluctuations. Importantly, it was found to be altered in Alzheimer disease (Han et al., 2011; Xi et al., 2012 ), brain injury (Raja Beharelle et al., 2012 , vegetative state (Huang et al., 2014a) , anesthesia (Huang et al., 2014b) , schizophrenia (Fern andez et al., 2013; Hoptman et al., 2010) and bipolar disorders (Martino et al., 2016) . Hence, such variability seems to be an index of neural activity with high neuropsychiatric relevance (Huang et al., 2014a (Huang et al., , 2014b Fern andez et al., 2013; Hoptman et al., 2010; Martino et al., 2016) .
Therefore, we herein aimed to test alterations of temporal variance of resting state activity in the amygdala and salience network as well as functional connectivity within the salience network as putative neural mechanisms underlying inflammation-induced anxiety.
In a double-blind placebo-controlled study, we administered lowdose lipopolysaccharide (LPS) as a model that demonstrably induces a transient immune activation characterized by increases in cytokine concentrations in blood and cerebrospinal fluid (Engler et al., 2017) , as well as increased state anxiety (Grigoleit et al., 2010; Lasselin et al., 2016a; Wegner et al., 2014) . In this current study, we therefore expected significant changes in the temporal variance of resting state activity in the amygdala and salience network, as well as in functional connectivity within the salience network in response to LPS-induced systemic inflammation. The specificity of these effects was explored by testing the same parameters in the central executive network as control network primarily not involved in emotion processing (Sylvester et al., 2012) .
Material and methods

Participants
The sample of the present study included healthy male volunteers aged 18-45 years and with a body mass index (BMI) > 18 or <29 kg/m 2 (Table 1). As previously described in detail (Benson et al., 2015; Labrenz et al., 2016) , volunteers underwent an in-depth screening process including a personal interview, completion of a standardized questionnaire battery, physical examination and repeated laboratory analyses of blood samples. Exclusion criteria included any previous or current medical or psychological condition, intake of medication, questionnaire scores on the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Herrmann-Lingen et al., 2005) above a sum score > 11, smoking or any abnormality upon laboratory analyses of blood samples (i.e., complete blood cell count, liver enzymes, renal parameters, electrolytes, coagulation factors, C-reactive protein). The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics Review Board of the Medical Faculty of the University of , and followed the Declaration of Helsinki. All study participants gave informed written consent and were paid for their participation.
Study design
In this randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study performed at the University Hospital Essen (Germany), participants were assigned either to the control group receiving an intravenous injection of saline or to the experimental group receiving an injection of LPS at a dose of 0.4 ng per kilogram body weight (Reference Standard Endotoxin, lot G3E069; United States Pharmacopeia, Rockville, MD) dissolved in sterile water as previously described (Grigoleit et al., 2010) . Both, the participants and investigator who was involved in the screening process, assessment of resting state and questionnaire data were blinded to the application of either LPS or saline in the respective groups. Acquisition of resting state fMRI data was accomplished at baseline, i.e. before injection, and 3.5 h post-injection of LPS or placebo as described in detail in (Labrenz et al., 2016) . Anxiety symptoms and mood changes were assessed with validated questionnaires at baseline, 3 h and 6 h post-injection (see below). For analyses of plasma concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines, blood samples were collected at baseline, and subsequently at 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 6 h post-injection concomitantly with assessments of vital parameters including body temperature, blood pressure and heart rate (see (Benson et al., 2015; Labrenz et al., 2016) ).
Plasma cytokines
Systemic inflammation evokes the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines mediating information transfer between the peripheral immune system and central nervous system. Of these, interleukin (IL)-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α are consistently implicated also in psychiatric conditions including mood and anxiety disorders (Felger and Lotrich, 2013; Furtado and Katzman, 2015) . In an experimental setting with healthy participants, administration of endotoxin induces a similar response of increased IL-6 and TNF-α in blood concentrations (Harrison et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2005) and cerebrospinal fluid accompanied by behavioral symptoms of e.g., deteriorating mood (Engler et al., 2017) .
Based on this previous work, we therefore focused plasma cytokine analyses on IL-6 and TNF-α. Plasma cytokine concentrations were analyzed using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (Quantikine ® IL-6
and high-sensitive TNF-α ELISA, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Assessment of anxiety and mood symptoms
To measure the presence and severity of anxiety symptoms, the German version of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Laux et al., 1981) was used. The Trait Anxiety scale (STAI-T) was assessed prior to the study to cover a general propensity of anxiety and evaluating stable states of confidence, security and calmness with items, e.g., "I feel like crying", "I have disturbing thoughts" and "I am content". The State anxiety scale (STAI-S) measures current symptoms of anxiety including for instance "I am presently worrying over possible misfortunes", "I feel nervous" and "I feel comfortable". To assess changes in state anxiety throughout the experiment, the STAI-S was repeatedly administered before injection and 1 h, 2 h, 3 h and 6 h post injection. In addition, we measured changes in positive vs. negative mood, alertness vs. tiredness and calmness vs. restlessness using the Multidimensional Mood Questionnaire (MDBF) (Steyer et al., 1997) . Items of the MDBF include judgments about how the individual feels right now, e.g. "superb", "alert", and "unhappy". This questionnaire was provided together with the STAI-S during the experiment at baseline, 3 h and 6 h post-injection. Changes in mood in response to LPS induced systemic inflammation have repeatedly been reported (Benson et al., 2015; Engler et al., 2017; Wegner et al., 2014) . Herein, we used the positive-negative mood subscale of the MDBF in addition to the STAI-S to assess associations between fMRI modeling and negative mood during LPS-induced systemic inflammation, aiming to test the specificity of findings for state anxiety.
Resting state fMRI acquisition and preprocessing
Resting state data were acquired at baseline and 3.5 h post-injection. Participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed during the 10-min scanning session. All MRI data were acquired on a 3T whole-body scanner (Magnetom Skyra 3T, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 32-channel head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Structural images were acquired using a magnetization-prepared rapid gradientecho T 1 -weighted sequence with repetition time TR ¼ 1900 ms, echo time TE ¼ 2.13 ms, TI ¼ 900 ms, flip angle 9 , FOV ¼ 239 Â 239 mm 2 , 192 slices, slice thickness 0.9 mm, voxel size 0.9 Â 0.9 Â 0.9 mm 3 , matrix 256 Â 256 mm 2 and GRAPPA r ¼ 2 as previously described (Benson et al., 2015; Labrenz et al., 2016 GRAPPA r ¼ 3 (Poser et al., 2006) . The three echoes were combined using weighted summation implemented within the parallel-acquired inhomogeneity-desensitized (PAID) method (Poser et al., 2006) . Functional MRI data were preprocessed with the AFNI software package (Cox, 1996) . Functional images from each scan were aligned (head motion correction), slice timing corrected, temporally standardized, resampled to 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm 3 and spatially smoothed by a Gaussian kernel (FWHM 5 mm). Subsequently, images were transformed into Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) , and linear trends were removed. The data were then band-pass filtered preserving signals between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz which are reported to reflect fluctuations of spontaneous brain activity (Fox and Raichle, 2007; Zhang and Raichle, 2010) . The estimated six parameters of head motion and mean time series from the white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were regressed out by linear regression to control for non-neural noise (Fox et al., 2005) . Masks of WM and CSF were eroded by one voxel to minimize partial volume effects with gray matter (Chai et al., 2012) . To exclude head motion as potential confounder it was used as covariate in the GLM analyses. Spherical regions-of-interest (ROI) were located in nodes of the salience network (Raichle, 2011; Seeley et al., 2007a) , including the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, anterior prefrontal cortex, lateral parietal lobe, anterior insula and amygdala. Exact coordinates of all ROIs are given in Table 2 . For the amygdala, coordinates were derived from (Kober et al., 2008) and for the other nodes of the salience network coordinates were derived from (Raichle, 2011) . In agreement with previous resting state studies (Baldassarre et al., 2016 (Baldassarre et al., , 2014 Hacker et al., 2013) , ROIs had a radius of 6 mm. ROIs positioning was visually inspected in order to avoid misalignment with respect to the target regions (See Fig. 1) .
Further analyses were then performed to retrieve temporal variance or the standard deviation (SD) of the BOLD signal (Garrett et al., 2011 as well as resting state functional connectivity (rs-FC). The SD across the time series for each voxel was calculated to yield an SD map for each subject. Subject-level voxel-wise SD maps were then standardized into subject-level Z-score maps per brain volume by subtracting the mean voxel-wise SD obtained for the entire brain (global mean of SD) and then divided by the standard deviation across voxels . Finally, we extracted the standardized SD in the standard frequency range of all the nodes of the salience network and amygdala bilaterally. Within nodes of the salience network and amygdala, rs-FC maps were computed between the averaged time series of the left insula and all voxels in the brain for the standard frequency range (0.01-0.1 Hz). These maps from individual subjects were transformed to Z values with Fisher's transformation for group-level analyses. Finally, we extracted the time Coordinates for left and right amygdala were derived from (Kober et al., 2008) , other ROI coordinates were derived from (Raichle, 2011) .
series from all ROIs and calculated the rs-FC between all nodes of the salience network and amygdala bilaterally.
Statistical analyses of non-fMRI data
All non-fMRI data were initially tested for normal distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Test. In case that the assumption of normal distribution was violated, data were log-transformed prior to analysis (i.e., cytokine data). To investigate the treatment effects of LPS versus saline injection (placebo), a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on cytokines with within-subject factor time (baseline, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, and 6 h post-injection) and the between-group factor treatment (LPS, placebo). Moreover, delta values from baseline to peak increase were calculated and compared using independent samples t-tests. For state anxiety and mood scores, independent t-tests were conducted with delta values from baseline to 3 h post-injection. A power analysis using G*Power (version 3.1.9.2., http://www.gpower.hhu.de/) was carried out to determine the power for repeated measures ANOVA addressing interaction effects in plasma cytokine concentrations as well as for paired t-tests for anxiety and mood questionnaires. Power analyses for the final sample size of thirty-eight participants revealed a power of 1-β ¼ 0.97 and a critical F of 2.26 for interaction effects in plasma cytokine concentrations, and a power of 1-β ¼ 0.73 and critical t of 1.68 for anxiety and mood scores.
Statistical analyses of fMRI data
Data analysis aimed at testing differences in the temporal variance (SD) and functional connectivity (rs-FC) in the regions of the salience network and the amygdala. Regarding SD, for each ROI we carried out a repeated measures ANOVA with time (pre-injection, post-injection) and side (left, right) as within-subject factors, and group (LPS, placebo) as between-subject factor. For unilateral ROIs (e.g. dorsal anterior cingulate cortex) the factor side was not included. Subsequent t-tests were carried out when necessary. Finally, we calculated the mean SD of all the nodes within the salience network, and compared them between groups and between treatments using repeated measures ANOVA.
Regarding rs-FC, first the aggregated rs-FC values in the salience network, including the amygdala, were submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with time (pre-injection, post-injection) and group (LPS, placebo) as within-and between-subject factors respectively. To test for the specificity of our results, the same analysis was carried out for the Central Executive Network (CEN) as control. This network has been chosen because, along with the default mode network (DMN) (Coutinho et al., 2016) , the CEN is one of the two most prominent networks in the human brain, and unlike for the DMN its contributions to anxiety is still debated (Sylvester et al., 2012) .
Finally, with the aim to clarify possible relationships between measures of state anxiety and neural activity after LPS injection at rest, we carried out correlation analyses between SD values in the amygdala, rs-FC in the salience network and inflammation-induced anxiety scores. Since correlation analyses are particularly sensitive to deviant observations (Rousselet and Pernet, 2012), we ran robust correlation analysis.
Specifically, we computed skipped parametric (Pearson) correlations (Wilcox, 2004) using the Robust Correlation toolbox and conducted null hypothesis statistical significance testing using the nonparametric percentile bootstrap test (2000 resamples; one-sided 95% confidence interval, corresponding to an alpha level of 0.05), which is more robust against heteroscedasticity compared with the traditional tests .
Results
Sample characteristics
Forty-three healthy male volunteers with a mean age of 26.2 AE 3.6 (M AE standard deviation) years and a mean body mass index of 23.5 AE 2.8 kg/m 2 were randomly assigned to the LPS (N ¼ 20) or control (N ¼ 23) group (placebo group). Groups did not differ in age, body mass index, or in psychological characteristics including trait anxiety (STAI-T scores) (for details, see Table 1 ). For fMRI analysis, two participants from the LPS group and three participants from the placebo group were discarded due to failure in image processing or values exceeding two standard deviations from the group mean (one participant from the placebo group). These participants were also excluded from analyses of cytokine and anxiety measurements.
LPS-induced changes in plasma cytokine concentrations
As previously reported (Labrenz et al., 2016) , administration of LPS induced a transient systemic inflammatory response, reflected by significant increases in plasma TNF-α and IL-6 (all ANOVA time Â group interaction effects F > 23.47, p < .001, η 2 > 0.57). Peak concentrations in response to LPS were observed for TNF-α at 2 h post-injection (change from baseline within LPS group given as mean AE standard deviation: 1.27 AE 0.22 pg/ml, within control group: À0.02 AE 0.09 pg/ml, t (34) ¼ 23.99, p < .001) and for IL-6 at 3 h post injection (change from baseline within LPS group: 2.01 AE 0.55 pg/ml, within control group: 0.78 AE 0.36 pg/ml, t (34) ¼ 7.65, p < .001). Additional information on non-normalized cytokine data and vital signs are given in Supplemental information and Supplemental Fig. 1. 
LPS-induced changes in state anxiety and mood
The distribution of state anxiety and mood scores can be found in Supplemental Fig. 1 .
For state anxiety scores, the increase from baseline to 3 h postinjection was significantly higher in the LPS (1.35 AE 6.77) compared to the placebo group (À3.04 AE 4.31) (t (41) ¼ 2.57, p ¼ .014). Comparably, the LPS group (À2.05 AE 2.96) demonstrated a stronger decrease in positive mood scores from baseline to 3 h post-injection than the placebo group (À0.17 AE 2.76) (t (41) ¼ 2.21, p ¼ .033). This effect was no longer evident when comparing decreases from 3 h to 6 h post-injection when anxiety (LPS group: À3.52 AE 5.31; placebo group: 2.88 AE 3.01) and mood (LPS group: À2.10 AE 2.95; placebo group: À1.52 AE 1.59) scores returned 
Temporal variance of BOLD signal
Initially, we tested for group differences in temporal variability of the BOLD signal at baseline. The analysis revealed no significant effect indicating comparable values before the injection (p ¼ .53; [-0.12 0.30] ,  Fig. 2 ).
Among the ANOVAs on each ROI carried out on standard deviation (SD) values, the higher order interaction (i.e. time by side by group) was significant only in the amygdala (F (1,37) ¼ 4.5, p ¼ .041). Simple effect analysis showed that SD values in the left amygdala were significantly higher after LPS administration compared to SD values before LPS Fig. 2 . Changes in temporal variance in the amygdala due to LPS induced inflammation. Results from planned bootstrapped t-tests. *p < .05. administration (bootstrap for paired samples t-test: t (17) ¼ 2.4; p ¼ .028; [-0.81 -.10] ). Moreover, SD values in the amygdala after LPS administration were also significantly higher compared to the placebo group after saline administration (bootstrap for independent samples t-test: t (37) ¼ 3.4; p ¼ .002; [0.33 1.39]). For all other ROIs, no significant differences between treatments or groups were observed (all ps > .10). Temporal variance of BOLD signal in the salience network did not show differences between treatments or groups (all p > .34).
Analysis on resting state functional connectivity (rs-FC) values revealed a significant interaction (F (1,37) ¼ 7.2, p ¼ .011). Simple effect analyses revealed lower connectivity values in the salience network after LPS administration compared to baseline level, i.e. before the injection (bootstrap for paired samples t-test: t (17) ¼ 3.4; p ¼ .007; [0.06 0.21]). Moreover, rs-FC values after LPS administration were also significantly lower compared to the placebo group after saline injection (bootstrap for independent samples t-test: t (37) ¼ 3.0; p ¼ .005; [-0.17 -.03] ). The two groups did not differ from each other at baseline, i.e. before injection (p ¼ .82; [-0.07 0.08], Fig. 3 ). The same analysis on the CEN control network revealed no significant effects (p ¼ .68; [-0.02 0.10]).
To investigate the putative role of changes in state anxiety during acute inflammation and intrinsic brain activity at rest, correlation analyses were carried out. Herein, analyses revealed a positive correlation between SD values in the amygdala and changes in state anxiety, at 3 h post injection, in response to LPS administration (r ¼ 0.58, t (17) ¼ 2.8, p ¼ .010). Conversely, rs-FC in the salience network was not correlated with changes in state anxiety during inflammation (r ¼ 0.08, t (17) ¼ À0.4, p ¼ .730). Moreover, SD values in the amygdala and rs-FC in the salience network correlated negatively with each other (r ¼ À0.54, t (17) ¼ À2.56, p ¼ .020, Fig. 4 ). Finally, a significant correlation was observed between the peak value of TNF-α and changes in state anxiety (r ¼ 0.66, t (17) ¼ 2.6, p ¼ .010, Fig. 4) . To explore the specificity for state anxiety, the same correlation analyses were also carried out with positive mood scores which yielded no significance (data not shown).
Discussion
In an effort to close the research gap regarding neural mechanisms underlying the connection between acute inflammation and increased anxiety in humans, we analyzed temporal variance of resting state activity and functional connectivity within the amygdala and salience network during experimental endotoxemia. In this double-blind and placebo controlled study in healthy men, low-dose LPS induced a systemic and transient immune activation reflected in increased plasma TNF-α and IL-6 concentrations, and paralleled by significant changes in anxiety. Consistent with previous findings (Lasselin et al., 2016a; Reichenberg et al., 2001; Wegner et al., 2014) , greater anxiety during endotoxemia was significantly correlated with concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines, supporting the role of inflammatory mediators in anxiety changes. These findings resemble the magnitude and time course of increased plasma cytokine levels induced through acute experimental endotoxemia as previously shown by our group (Engler et al., 2017; Grigoleit et al., 2010; Lasselin et al., 2016b; Wegner et al., 2014) . Moreover, our findings demonstrated increased temporal variance specifically within the amygdala and decreased resting state functional connectivity between distinct nodes of the salience network.
As a powerful index of neural efficiency, increased temporal variance constitutes a proxy measure of system functioning efficiency. Indeed, it is positively associated to enhancement of long-distance functional connectivity, improvement of signal detection and information transfer as well as superior cognitive processing (Garrett et al., 2013 (Garrett et al., , 2018 McIntosh et al., 2010) . Our finding of increased temporal variance specifically within the amygdala during inflammation could reflect increased preparedness of the organism to react to biologically-relevant threat requiring enhanced allocation of neural resources for restoring homeostasis. The amygdala plays a well-characterized role in emotion regulation as well as in the coordination of autonomic, behavioral and endocrine responses to threat (Tovote et al., 2015) . Together with other subcortical and limbic structures, the amygdala is considered a major neural hub in the pathophysiology of anxiety-and fear-based disorders (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Taylor and Whalen, 2015) . Moreover, our results demonstrated that only the left, but not right amygdala resulted in higher temporal variance. Functional neuroimaging studies often report lateralization differences in amygdala activity subserving emotional functioning with a strong dominance of the left amygdala (Baas et al., 2004; Wager et al., 2003) . However, these meta-analyses showed that the observed predominance of left amygdala activation is not associated with task instructions, stimulus type or differential habituation rates and should therefore be interpreted with caution. The present data support a role of the amygdala in states of anxiety induced by acute inflammation in humans, complementing evidence from animal studies that pro-inflammatory cytokines released during inflammation impact amygdala function Goehler et al., 2007; Prager et al., 2013) , as indicated by enhanced neuronal activity and cytokine mRNA expression in the amygdala in rodents .
Thus far, only three resting state fMRI studies have addressed changes in functional connectivity associated with inflammatory markers (Labrenz et al., 2016; Lekander et al., 2016; Marsland et al., 2017) , but none of them addressed the putative role of the salience network in anxiety. We now document a decrease in functional connectivity between nodes of the salience network and amygdala during inflammation, including reduced connectivity between amygdala and anterior insula. The salience network represents a set of mainly subcortical brain regions implicated in emotion, reward and homeostatic regulation (Craig, 2009; Menon and Levitin, 2005; Ongür and Price, 2000) . These regions work well-synchronized to identify relevant events, flexibly guide and adapt behavior and together with interconnected brain networks integrate sensory, cognitive and emotional information (Menon and Uddin, 2010; Seeley et al., 2007b) , all of which are demonstrably sensitive to acute inflammatory events (Craig, 2009 ). More specifically, two distinct functions are ascribed to the salience network involving different neural circuits. Salience processing is triggered by amygdala-related circuits and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) (Baur et al., 2013; Geng et al., 2015; Rabany et al., 2017) . A distinct circuit encompassing the anterior insula has been implicated in top-down directed control and the mediation of dynamic interactions between networks aimed to integrate externally oriented attention from bottom-up channels with internally oriented cognitions (Menon and Uddin, 2010) . Likewise, the anterior insula is also linked to emotional awareness and has been implicated in interoceptive predictive coding. Considering our finding of increased temporal variance in the amygdala, it does not appear likely that concurrent salience network decoupling indicates a decrease in salience processing. Instead, our results may rather reflect a decrease in control initiated by the anterior insula during acute inflammation, which could conceivably contribute to greater anxiety. Moreover, neural communication between anterior insula and associative cortices could converge to an interoceptive neural representation within the amygdala-insula circuit that may evoke increased state anxiety. Similar to the result of a lateralization effect in amygdala temporal variance, we also observed a predominance of left amygdala-anterior insula functional connectivity decreasing under acute immune challenge. Functional lateralization of the anterior insula has often been observed for interoception, autonomic activity and cognitive processes (Kann et al., 2016) . Neuroimaging studies revelead that the left anterior insula is implicated in behavioral modulation through increased top-down control (Ham et al., 2013; Sp€ ati et al., 2014) and demonstrates higher neural activation in men in response to emotional stimuli (Duerden et al., 2013; Wager et al., 2003) . Together, our results support the notion that inflammatory markers may contribute to the maintenance and exacerbation of anxiety-related symptoms by affecting the neural activity and connectivity of the amygdala at the center of the brain's fear and salience circuitry.
Functional neuroimaging studies revealed that increased inflammation is associated with enhanced activation of the threat-and anxiety-related brain circuitry and specifically the amygdala, e.g. in response to negative social cues (Inagaki et al., 2012; Redlich et al., 2015) , social and early life stress (Muscatell et al., 2015; Redlich et al., 2015) but also to positive feedback as a form of social reward (Muscatell et al., 2016) . While disturbances in the intrinsic connectivity of the salience network were reported in anxiety patients (Peterson et al., 2014 ), we could not establish an association between functional connectivity in the salience network and inflammation-induced changes in state anxiety in our sample of healthy volunteers.
This study should be interpreted in the light of its strength and limitations. We implemented a combination of innovative techniques to address neural mechanisms involved in changes of state anxiety in a translational model of acute systemic inflammation. Using a randomized, double-blind study design, the effects of inflammation on BOLD signal variability and functional connectivity were confirmed both intraindividually against a baseline condition as well as inter-individually against a placebo group supporting the robustness of findings. Furthermore, we tested the specificity of results for anxiety and anxiety-related brain networks that allowed us to exclude associations between neural measures and negative (depression-like) mood as a common, but not anxiety-related psychological state during systemic inflammation. However, a limitation of the study includes the comparably small sample size bearing the risk of false negative results especially for correlation analyses. Further, we could only include male volunteers. Given the evidence of sex differences in the prevalence of anxiety disorders and the role of sex differences in the interaction between serotonin and the amygdala affecting the expression of anxiety symptoms, e.g. (Cerasa et al., 2013) , including women would have provided more insights into the proposed impact of pro-inflammatory responses onto state anxiety during acute immune challenge. Finally, the LPS model we used herein is a translational model of acute inflammation and effects may not reflect processes engaged during chronic inflammation and therefore call for further research.
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